CTD Webinar: Integrating Assistive Technology into Adapted Physical Education to Achieve Healthy Outcomes
August 7, 2018

Chat Box Transcript

Ana Maria Gutierrez: Good Afternoon. Thanks for joining us today
Ana Maria Gutierrez: We'll be getting started soon
Todd Fisk: Scott it looks like your mic is not working
John Brandt - Maine: no audio
John Brandt - Maine: yes
Todd Fisk: Go ahead
Todd Fisk: Folks, go ahead and ask any questions you may have here in the chat box. There will be a Q&A at the
end of the presentation.
John Brandt - Maine: Voted: No - I'm an other
John Brandt - Maine: AT specialist
Nancy Mader: I work for a Parent Training and Information Center
Sheri: I'm an advocate with the P&A in Utah
Jeff Adams: AT Specialist
Trish: AT
Malinda Knipfer: I am a parent advocate
Stephanie Faulkner: Both Pe and Sped...APE specialist
Amy Junkerman: Exercise Physiologist
Ashli: Other - rehabilitation counselor working for a TRIO SSS program
Barb B: Parent advocate
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cindy daniels: Adapted PE and Early Steps
Megan Mings: I am the Youth & Family Services Manager at a non-profit organization
TLutz: I'm a public health researcher
Melinda: I am an orientationa and mobility specialist for the blind and visually impaired
Sheila Jones: K-12 HPE Coordinator in VA Beach
Karrie Potter: I work for a Parent Training Information Center
Phyllis: Specialist for Adapted PE Services in FCPS
Rachel Daniels: I am an adminstrator who is also an OT and AT.
Todd Fisk: Katherine, you can ask your question i the chatbox if you like
Adam Rodriguez: APE teacher
Katharine Alley: I'm an OT with a 1st grade student with a congenital hand amputation.
jolanda hengstman: jolanda hengstman APE consulting teacher
Steve: APE teacher
christy: Christy: APE teacher
Kristine Lofton: Kristine Lofton - EC Specialist for AT, APE, OT and PT
stephanie: Rehab Science and Technology graduare student
stephanie: Stephanie Vasquez, sorry
Kim Minor: Kim Minor: Sorry, had difficulty loggin on. I am a Regional Coordinator for a program serving
families with children who have special needs.
Robert Grassi: Therapeutic recreation Services Worker, Commonwealth of PA
Daphne Kennedy: Daphne Kennedy: COTA
adina: school psych
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Yvonne OKane: APE Specialist
Michelle Dewhirst: Case coordinator for specialized classrooms
Kelley Labus: Special Ed Director in a small district in northren CA
Jo-Ellen: Therapeutic Recreation Specialist (CTRS) in Philad
Amy Junkerman: what was the name of the monster app?
Amy Junkerman: thank you
Todd Fisk: Anyone with questions can ask them here in the chat box
Kelley Labus: We have not been able to find anyone credentialed to do APE in our district. It has been a problem
for years. Short of that we have been doing specially designed activities with our regular PE teachers.
Jo-Ellen: Can you re-posted slide with benefits
Kelley Labus: What do you suggest districts do?
deanne l: Do you have any specific activities using guide ropes?
Kelley Labus: This is California. Very rural and remote
cindy daniels: Is there a website to communicate with APE teachers?
Katharine Alley: What was the name of the yoga app for elementary students?
jolanda hengstman: Hi Scott, another resource is www.nc-ape.com, maintained by the NC-Adapted PE-Advisory
Council with lots of resources, presentations, videos etc.
Kelley Labus: Yes, we were so excited you are providing these webinars etc.
Malinda Knipfer: So I use the regulations for getting services into the IEP for students, how can I get around the
districts (rural) from preventing the PE teacher to attend as they say the OT will provide the services
Tara McCarthy: Hi Tara McCarthy from Chicago, IL. I teach in the western suburbs of Chicago
Kelley Labus: yes! thank you
Jo-Ellen: Can you also re-post the slide what is APE, thanks
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Tara McCarthy: We in Illinois have created some social media sites for APE teachers help reach out with
questions, comments concerns. https://sites.google.com/view/icape
Tara McCarthy: We also created a facebook and twitter page you can follow. https://twitter.com/ILAdaptedPE
Todd Fisk: I see a youtube channel called "Adapted Physical Education channel" here
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC2r9DMOa-PoD4JmJbCB2l_A/featured but it doesn't look like its currently
active (last video posted 8 months ago -still seems to be a fair amount of resources there)
cindy daniels: Guide ropes can have 2 liter bottles on them and raise and lower them from each end to play a
great cardio game.
jolanda hengstman: Lots of great information as well as communication/answering questions etc on Twitter.
deanne l: Thank you!
Todd Fisk: http://www.ncpeid.org/
Tara McCarthy: There is a great facebook page call APE specialists. They use great questions to create
conversations.
Jo-Ellen: Paralympics has instructional videos (youtube) for sports played within the Paralympics that explains
how to engage in different sportsincluding rules and equipment (e.g., goalball)
Todd Fisk: #AdaptedPE hashtag on twitter
Malinda Knipfer: PA
Katharine Alley: As an OT, it concerns me that the OT will take care of adaptive PE. The PT and I consult with the
PE teacher for the PE teacher to use the adaptations in the PE classroom.
Tara McCarthy: Remember that OT's and PT's are services related to education. Adapted Physical Education is a
Direct serice
Jo-Ellen: PA does not
Malinda Knipfer: we do not
Tara McCarthy: OT's and PT's don't typically have educational training
jolanda hengstman: Facebook: CMSAPE
Tara McCarthy: #adaptedpe22
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Scott: #APEChatter
Stephanie Faulkner: Please let everyone know that the correct terminology is Adapted not Adaptive...that is
taboo and outdated
Malinda Knipfer: I agree Tara but our regs don't stipulate that they cannot do it
Todd Fisk: https://twitter.com/search?q=%23APEchatter&src=typd
Tara McCarthy: correct on adaptED versus adaptIVE
Katharine Alley: Thanks for the clarification of Adapted vs Adaptive.
Kelley Labus: will this webinar be archived?
Tara McCarthy: In Illinois we are constantly hit with the OT/PT versus APE conversation
Tara McCarthy: We have used the key words like related versus direct service
Todd Fisk: CTD will post the webinar recording and resources on our web site here within 24 hours here:
Tara McCarthy: We also bring administration back to the teaching qualities versus the therapeutic qualities
Todd Fisk: https://www.ctdinstitute.org/cafe
Tara McCarthy: We also have a curriculum that can be found on my GOOGLE SITE
Tara McCarthy: https://sites.google.com/site/casedupageadaptedpe/home
Tara McCarthy: Glen Ellyn, Illinois is our main office
Katharine Alley: Please post the link to the survey again.
Jo-Ellen: Which site is this?
Tara McCarthy: but we teaching within the middle section of the state DUPAGE CO.
jolanda hengstman: Thank you so much Scott for spreading the word about APE and trying to improve the
understanding and quality of APE. The more we connect the more our students will benefit.
Tara McCarthy: we have a full day of Adapted sessions being given at our state conference
Tara McCarthy: November 17th. Here is the link: https://www.iahperd.org/
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jolanda hengstman: All PE sessions should automatically include differentiated teaching which is APE ....... :)
Sheila Jones: Virginia: Adapted PE Content Teaching Academy at James Madison Univ
Todd Fisk: This has been a fantastic audience Scott! Love the engagement!
Tara McCarthy: A teacher must be registered for our state conference and then also register for the FRIDAY
Adapted Seminar
Sheila Jones: http://cta.jmu.edu/academy/2018/k-12-adapted-physical-education
cindy daniels: Louisiana has a certification for APE.
Sheila Jones: JMU is a week long, 3 graduate credits!
Tara McCarthy: the ILLINOIS COALITION for Adapted Physical Education is always ready to help https://sites.google.com/view/icape
Sheila Jones: sheila.jones@vbschools.com
Sheila Jones: I am the chair
Steve: I've been to the JMU academy and it was great!
Sheila Jones: Thanks, Steve!
Steve: My co worker presented this year
Scott: scott.mcnamara@uni.edu
Ana Maria Gutierrez: Thanks so much Scott. This was great!!
Tara McCarthy: SCOTT - can you please tell us how you organized this to begin with
Ana Maria Gutierrez: http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/CTDCafeEvents
Ana Maria Gutierrez: Please take a moment to complete our survey and get a certificate of participation
Tara McCarthy: WHO?
Ana Maria Gutierrez: www.ctdinstitute.org
Malinda Knipfer: They have some great webinars
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Malinda Knipfer: Thank you CTD
Tara McCarthy: This is a great way to reach out to teachers who can't get to conferences
Ana Maria Gutierrez: Its our pleaseure Malinda! :)
Steve: is there a trick to take the survey? Won't let it open
Malinda Knipfer: Thank you Scott McNamara
Ana Maria Gutierrez: http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/CTDCafeEvents
Ana Maria Gutierrez: did this link work?
Sheila Jones: Thanks so much!
Steve: not here
Malinda Knipfer: I have the link working but the cert won't work until the webinar is closed
Tara McCarthy: Have a great night. Signing off
Ana Maria Gutierrez: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/CTDCafeEvents
Ana Maria Gutierrez: Thanks everyone for joining us!
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